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Main text
Adherence is an often discussed issue nowadays. Also the World Health Organization (WHO) is concerned with the problem of poor adherence. In one of its reports the magnitude of adherence is described and examples for different adherence estimates for various chronic conditions are given. Furthermore the WHO states in this context, that: "a number of rigorous reviews have found that, in developed countries, adherence among patients suffering chronic diseases averages only 50%" [1] . According to Google scholar the WHO report has already been cited for more than 100 times in 2012. Moreover the above mentioned statement is still frequently quoted (see among others [2] , [3] , [4] ). Thus it seems that many researchers don't check this statement or its origin. We made an effort to follow the quoted references to this statement and found the data basis quite doubtful in the end. In the article by the WHO two references are given for this specific statement. The first one is a Cochrane Review on interventions to enhance patient compliance [5] and the second one is an article on improving patient compliance to antihypertensive regimes [6] . The statement in the Cochrane Review is: "Typical adherence rates for prescribed medications are about 50% with a range from 0% to over 100%" [5] . But the statement doesn't refer to chronic conditions or certain countries, as suggested by the WHO statement. In the other article it is stated that "only about half (...) taking (…) 80% or more of their (...) drugs" [6] . Both articles are not the original sources of the information, but refer to other references. The Cochrane Review refers to a chapter of a book on the magnitude of patient compliance published in 1979 [7] and the other article refers to a randomized controlled trial (RCT) conducted in 1975 [8] . The book chapter lists a great number of studies on compliance and persistence among others for long-term chronic conditions (12 studies), of which is deduced that "compliance with different long-term medication regimes for different illnesses in different settings converge to approximately 50% (…) when the estimation is not based on self-reports" (for a better understanding of citation way see Figure 1 ). The adherence rates of listed studies are in a range between 33% and 94%. In consideration of the WHO's definition of adherence and excluding "remaining in care" as adherence measure, finally two studies could be the potential basis of data for the WHO statement, originated from the Cochrane review. One of these two studies is a RCT on hypertensive steel workers in Canada published in 1975 (see above) [8] , while the second study deals with neurotic outpatients in Pennsylvania, USA published in 1965 [9] . The adherence rates (proportion of adherent patients) are indeed 53% and 56% respectively. Apart from the fact that throughout the way of citation the original statement has changed like whispers down the lane, both studies are not suitable to assume such generalized adherence estimation. In the last decades treatments for most diseases have changed fundamentally. An easier intake regime as well as better safety profile is often the consequence. Both factors are considered as adherence influencing factors [10] , [11] . Therefore, results seem to be out of date (published in 1965 and 1975) and cannot be transferred to today's situation. Also study populations vary widely between the different studies. One study deals with hypertensive steal workers and the other one with neuropathic patients who receive tranquillisers. Various diseases implicate distinct intake regimes and drug reactions with consequences on adherence [12] . Furthermore, the required adherence rate and the necessary adherence dimensions (time, dosage and concurrent circumstances) depend on the condition and the treatment and therefore different reference levels (required adherence rates) exist. Moreover, patient characteristics in particular regarding sex and mental health are very heterogeneous between studies. For both factors an influence on adherence has been demonstrated (see among others [13] , [14] , [15] , [16] ). Hypertensive steel workers take their medicine for secondary prevention. This fact is a further restriction because adherence to medication for secondary preven-tion can be lower due to the absence of symptoms or in other words due to the low perceived benefit of drugs by patients. This has been proven in stroke patients for example [17] . Moreover, definitions of adherence vary and consequently hamper a comparison. According to the study on the hypertensive steel workers a patient who takes ≥80% of the prescribed pills is defined as adherent whereas in the study on neurotic patients >75% of the prescribed caps had to been taken to be classified as adherent. The different definitions could have a great influence on summarized rates. If all mentioned factors are taken into account one could sum up that deducing generalized adherence estimation for all chronic conditions is not possible and should be avoided. In addition, due to its complexity adherence estimates need to be described in detail. Even in the WHO report further references as examples are given for various chronic conditions that show a wide range of adherence estimates and the mentioned issues are partly addressed. Nevertheless, this generalized non-evidence based adherence estimation is given. To generate valid and therefore convincing and interpretable adherence estimates, patient characteristics, the treatment, the mathematical definition and the measurement of adherence has to be described. Adherence should be defined on the basis of the clinical background for example by proving the required proportion of doses taken to reach a substantial clinical effect.
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